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101. Moore, Lois G.
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Ohio unreported decisions—prior to 1823; edited with historical commentary. Indianapolis, Allen Smith, 1952. 286p.
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Statutory Materials
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107. Deering, James H.

—— Revised 1899; 1903 (with Walter S. Brann); 1909 (with Charles H. Fairall); 1915 (with Charles H. Fairall); 1924 (2 editions); 1927; 1929; 1931; 1933; 1935.


—— Revised 1899; 1903 (with Walter S. Brann); 1906 (with Walter S. Brann and R. M. Simms); 1909 (with Charles H. Fairall); 1915 (with Charles H. Fairall); 1923; 1924 (2 editions); 1927; 1929; 1931; 1933; 1935.


—— Revised 1899; 1903 (with Walter S. Brann); 1906 (with Walter S. Brann and R. M. Simms); 1909; 1916; 1924; 1927; 1929; 1931; 1933; 1935.


—— Revised 1899; 1903 (with Walter S. Brann); 1906 (with Walter S. Brann and R. M. Simms); 1909 (with Charles H. Fairall); 1915 (with Charles H. Fairall); 1924 (3 editions); 1927; 1929; 1931; 1933; 1935.


—— Revised 1899; 1903 (with Walter S. Brann); 1906 (with Walter S. Brann and R. M. Simms); 1909; 1916; 1924; 1932.


—— Revised 1899; 1903 (with Walter S. Brann); 1909 (with Walter S. Brann and R. M. Simms); 1915; 1924 (2 editions); 1927; 1931; 1933; 1935.


—— other editions: 1899-1899.

Supplement to [Deering's codes and general laws] San Francisco, Bancroft-Whitney, 1905, 6v.


108 Finley, Elizabeth.


109. Fitzpatrick, John T.


Criminal law and practice of the state of New York (Gilbert) ... Albany, Bender, 1918. 922p.


—— other editions: 41st through 43d, 1916-1918; 45th (with Austin B. Griffin) 1920.


—— other editions: 3d ed., 1926; 4th through 8th (with Austin B. Griffin) 1927-1931; Student's ed., 1924.

—— Cumulative supplement (with Austin B. Griffin) 1924; Cumulative supplement, 1925.

Penal law and code of criminal procedure of the state of New York. (Bender) 7th ed. Albany, Bender, 1915. 540, 741p.

—— other editions: 8th through 23d, 1916-1931.


—— other editions: 28th and 29th, 1916 and 1917.

Tax law and other general laws relating to taxation of the state of New York. Albany, Bender, 1930. 481p.


—— other editions: annual, 1918-1929.

Williamson's village laws of the state of New York ... Rochester, N. Y.

Other editions: 2d-5th, 1898, 1901, 1904, 1909.


Other editions: 1898, 1900, 1902; 2d rev. ed. through 4th rev. ed., 1904, 1907, 1908.

Gsovski, Vladimir.
The statutory criminal law of Germany, with comments.

Ing, Winifred.
Revenue act, 1951. 201 cards.

Loste, Madeleine W.

Poldervaart, Arlie W.

Pollack, Ervin H.

Prince, Huberta A.

Pulling, Arthur C.

Schwartz, Mortimer D.

Scott, George W.

Wrinch, Leonard G.
Statutes of Canada (1856-1953) judicially considered ... Toronto, Burroughs, 1953. 633p.


Fiction

Moore, John T.
The gift of the grass; being the autobiography of a famous racing horse. Boston, Little, Brown, 1911. 347p.
Other cards—reissued, Nashville, Cokesbury Pr., c1925.
Other cards—reissued, Philadelphia, H. T. Coates, 1903.
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